Range End Men’s Association (REMA) Rules & Customs
1. USGA rules govern all play.
2. Play the ball down (as it lies). Unless it is cart part only then it will be lift, clean, and place everywhere accept Penalty
Areas and Bunkers. Ball must be placed within 12” of where it originally laid.
3. Penalty areas are identified on the scorecard. If the penalty area is not defined by red/yellow stakes or lines then the
Penalty Area begins where the ground “breaks” toward the Penalty Area. Unmarked Penalty Areas will be played as a
Red Penalty Area as defined in the rules. Your ball is in the Penalty Area if any part of the ball touches the edge of the
Penalty Area (Rule 2.2c). Under rule 17.1b, a ball being played in the Penalty Area is played by the same rules of a ball
being played in the general area. This means you are allowed to removed loose impediments, remove movable
obstructions, ground your club, and take practice swings that touch the ground.
4. Loose impediments and movable obstructions may be removed from bunkers under rule 12.2a.
5. Any electrical boxes and the 3 rain shelters will be played as Immovable Obstructions. Under rule 16.1a(1) you get
relief if your ball touches or is in or on the Immovable Obstruction or if it physically interferes with the player’s area of
intended stance or area of intended swing. You DO NOT receive relief if the Immovable Obstruction interferes with
the “line of flight” of your shot.
6. Local Rules:
A. Range End Manor Road that runs through the golf course IS NOT OUT OF BOUNDS and will be played as an
Immovable Obstruction.
a. There is Out of Bounds behind Hole 7 along the edge of the road. It begins where the Out of Bounds
stakes start.
B. Golf Club Avenue that runs along the left side of hole 18 IS OUT OF BOUNDS. The edge of the road closest to
hole 18 defines the boundary edge of the course. A ball at rest is out of bounds only when all of it is outside the
boundary edge of the course. See rule 18.2a to determine if your ball is out of bounds.
a. Out of Bounds then runs from the point where the flower bed intersects with the parking lot and Golf
Club Avenue to the white OB stake next to fence of the cart barn. Out of Bounds then runs along the
fence then the outer wall of the club house. The fence and outer wall define the boundary edge of the
course.
b. On the other side of the clubhouse Out of Bounds continues where the parking lot intersects with the
club house wall and runs along the edge of the parking lot. The outer edge of the parking lot defines
the boundary edge of the course.
C. “HIGH GRASS” areas will be played as a Red Penalty Area. The Red Penalty Area begins at the change in height
of the grass.
D. REMA has adopted the Local Rule E5 “Alternative to Stroke and Distance for Ball Lost or Out of Bounds”. Under
this rule a player will be able to take a drop under 2 penalty strokes instead of the old stroke and distance
penalty. Please see Local Rule E5 on how to proceed under this rule.
7. Putts CANNOT be conceded (given) during Stroke Play events.
8. If a rules dispute develops during play, drop a provisional ball and play out the hole with both balls. Contact the Head
Professional or Tournament Committee for clarification of the ruling before signing your scorecard at the completion
of play.
9. REMA members must have a GHIN number to be eligible to participate for Net prizes. Those members who have not
yet established their GHIN number will play for prizes in the Gross division only and compete in the “A” flight.
10. New REMA members must play 2 stroke play REMA events before the club championship to be eligible to compete in
the club championship.

REMA Skins Rules
A Flight (Blue Tees) = 1 skin pot
B Flight (White Tees) = 1 skin pot
C Flight (White Tees) = 1 skin pot
D Flight (White Tees) = 1 skin pot
1. $10 per individual per day, $20 per team per day (both players must enter). The Skins entry fee must be paid in cash
prior to the start of competition.
2. If you withdraw or are disqualified, you are not eligible for skins, CTP contests, or any prize money. (no refunds will be
given)
3. To participate in the “CTP” contest, you must pay the entry fee into the Skins purse. The CTP hole will pay as a “skin”.
4. Closest to the Pin holes rules:
A. Closest to Pin (first shot taken on hole) must be on green surface.
B. There will be one Closet to the Pin Hole per flight.
5. All Skins pay an equal amount. All Skins are paid in cash.
6. If there are no skins and no CTP all eagles will pay equally. If there are no eagles all birdies on the number 1 handicap
hole will pay equally. If there are no birdies on the number 1 handicap hole then number 2 pays, then number 3
pays……etc. If there are no birdies all pars on the number 1 handicap hole will pay equally and so forth.
7. The Tournament Committee will decide any disputes.

REMA Hole in One Club
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The “Hole in One Club” pays only during Scheduled REMA Tournaments. (unless otherwise noted)
Multiple Holes in One, during a single day event, pay an equal amount.
Multiple Holes in One, scored on consecutive days of a two-day event, will not pay equally.
A Hole in One can only be recorded with the “First Shot” played on a hole.
The “Hole in One Club” is not eligible during any format of the REMA Cup.
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